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With a light above his eyes, a small boy entered the world. Eyes like a sponge. Sinking in every 

sensation, every word, every shape. 

 

For many suns and moons this boy walked through many forests. Seeing new sights. New 

sensations with every step on his path. All with a constant motion and determination. Each step 

with a bounce of excitement and energy. 

 

One walk through the woods, the boy approached a new spot between two trees. The trees 

spread out into two separate paths. Two great voices spoke to the boy. One a deep, calm 

resonance. The other a high-pitched intense gust of wind. “Look at this pain around you! This is 

not alright. I can feel it stir something within you. Let it stir. Let it enter your eyes and will your 

spirit. Move forward with it, and take the action you need to take,” the high-pitched voice 

bellowed at the boy. As if willed by the voice, with an intense anger and passion, the boy’ 

channelling all his spirit began to move. Until the lower voice spoke up, “tread slowly. Do not 

rush. If you rush in, you will miss what is most important. And the more valuable root. Which 

pain is yours? And which pain belongs to someone else? Whose pain should will you, and why 

do you choose to be willed by one pain over the other?” 

 

The boy stood still. A cold wind blowing over his head. Now restless and willed by his thoughts. 

His spirit now confused. What pain is mine? What pain is someone else? What does that mean? 

So, the boy sat and listened. Unsure which way to move. 

 

Positionality, Creation, and the Indigenous Self 

 

My body is a house of ancient sound; it is a house of ancient creative power that 

first visioned our world. Our responsibilities as storytellers to both the past and 

the future come from our Creation stories (Simpson 111). 

 

 This quote by scholar Leanne Simpson captures the importance in creation as a guiding 

tool. Every process begins with a creation, and Creation stories offer a unique epistemology for 

academic reflection. I begin this paper by describing my Creation story. From my birth up until 

contemporary times, my acute observation skills have determined my artistic and personal 

practices. Information streamlines into my senses and I must sit quietly, observing what I am 

receiving. With a tendency to think first and speak later, I choose my words carefully. I develop 

my own epistemology through collecting data and acting on instincts. This has been my 

embodied practice as a human being - my body as an ancient sound of observations and 

impulses. 
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Throughout my career as a theatre artist, I have struggled with my identity. Like two 

voices speaking to me at the same time, I have often felt torn between two worlds. Several 

mentors have taught me the traditional theatrical process - hierarchy of power relationships 

between playwright, actor, technical crew, and designers; Shakespeare as a model example of 

theatrical class; rehearsal as an equalization process where no one can position themselves within 

the room; and plays that are written about wars, settlers, urban lifestyle, and colonial history. As 

a playwright, I have felt pressured to create theatre with this methodology, and to write stories 

for this ideology. Conversely, when I reconnected with my Indigenous roots, I find myself 

naturally drawn to issues faced by many Indigenous communities. While relatively on the 

margins from mainstream theatre ideology, I feel compelled to write stories and express myself 

artistically through an Indigenous epistemology. 

As I continue my career as an Indigenous playwright, I have found several points of 

departure to extend my practices further into an Indigenous methodology. Like the boy who 

observes and collects information through his senses, the reading of critical scholars and creative 

works have significantly shifted my practices as a theatre artist and the “voice” that I listen to. In 

every play I write from an Indigenous perspective, my practices as a playwright must always be 

rooted in positioning myself within the play. By doing so, I avoid extractivism and create a 

sovereign space of irreconcilable Aboriginality for myself and my people.  

 Beginning with my own Creation story allows me to position myself within this paper. 

Like the narrative description of my birth and growth, this paper serves as a step in my own 

growth. Positioning oneself inside one’s own work is a uniquely Indigenous concept. Putting 

oneself forward means “revealing our identity to others; who we are, where we come from, our 

experiences that have shaped those things, and our intentions for the work we plan to do” 
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(Sinclair 122). Furthermore, by claiming positionality in relationship to your ancestral land, you 

are putting forward your ancestors and the cultural groundings within a process (Absolon and 

Willett 102).  

 Lyndsay Lachance (2018) offers a dramaturgical methodology directly applicable to 

theatre processes. In a process referred to as “place-based dramaturgy,” Indigenous artists gather 

together in a space and place themselves forward in relation to the land in which their ancestors 

originated. The space in which they gather then becomes a transformative space, allowing for 

negotiation between the different nations: 

The physical gathering of people from different geographies, practices, traditions, 

sexualities and genders allows for place-based dramaturgies to be created outside 

of one’s home territory and creates places where respectful negotiations among 

different cultural values and knowledges are curated and experienced so that new 

possibilities are manifested in the mind, hearts and bodies of the Indigenous 

practitioners (121). 

 

Lachance furthers this point by arguing the physical space becomes a holding space for the past, 

present, and the future. With all Indigenous artists presencing themselves in the room and 

placing themselves in relation to one another, they are acknowledging and putting forward the 

past and their ancestors, while creating a space in the present that can project awareness into the 

future. Place-based dramaturgy and presencing are significant to any process for Indigenous 

artists, as “place-based dramaturgy considers community to include both the physical gathering 

of peoples in one place and the intangible gathering of ancestors, relationships and future 

generations that walk with us. The power of the intangible present in theatrical pedagogy, 

dramaturgy and movement cannot be overlooked” (137).  
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Presencing of My Positionality  

Regardless of which narrative I listen to - the settler or the Indigenous voice - positioning 

myself is important for my development as an Indigenous artist. As I understand the importance 

of its value, I will do the same before framing the next phase of my discussion. 

 My name is Josh Languedoc. I am the son of David and Sue Languedoc. My father, 

David, originally born Alfie Peronoquot, is full-blood Anishinaabe from Saugeen First Nation. 

Born on the reserve, he was orphaned at a young age and was adopted by Michael and Judy 

Languedoc. Displaced from Saugeen First Nation, my father did not return to his home reserve 

and discover his Indigenous roots until he was in his forties. My mother, Sue Byrne, is a mixture 

of Irish, British, and Hunkpapa. Raised primarily in a traditional Irish home, her own Indigenous 

ancestry was never discussed. My parents met when my father moved to Edmonton. Both of my 

parents believed in ceremony and wanted to provide a cultural grounding neither of them 

received. As such, my younger brother and I were raised in several Cree ceremonies - pow 

wows, sweat lodges, sun dances, and various Cree community events. This provided me with a 

unique positionality - while I am primarily Anishinaabe from Saugeen First Nation, I have been 

raised primarily in Cree ceremony and territory. As such, I too am displaced from my 

homelands, and I have had to discover my Anishinaabe ancestry from a distance. 

 When I first entered University and studied Sociology, it was as if my senses had been 

awakened. Sociology opened a methodological lens in which I could view the world. I began to 

see the injustices around me and feel the pain of other communities. I felt driven to provide 

social change for communities. I felt a calling to heal and be a voice for the Indigenous 

community. The more injustices I observed towards Indigenous people, the more compelled I 

felt to write. I have written several plays that speak to Indigenous issues: Rocko and Nakota: 
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Tales From the Land, that explores my own loss of cultural knowledge, and the strength I found 

in rediscovering my ancestors; The Eyes of Spirits, which tells the story of a young Indigenous 

boy murdered by the police; CIVIL BLOOD: A Treaty Story, exploring the tensions within 

Alberta associated with the signing of Treaty 6; and IN-COR-RI-GI-BLE: The Legend of 

Thundervoice, exploring my father’s story of displacement and healing his trauma through 

reconnecting with his ancestors. 

The Positionality Lessons in My Work 

 In reflecting upon the development of these plays, I now recognize the fundamental 

importance of positionality. I have ignored my own positionality within my own work and have 

had to learn to accept its importance within my work.  

 In writing Rocko and Nakota: Tales From the Land, positionality became a significant 

turning point for the dramaturgy of the play. I had originally envisioned on writing a travelling 

storytelling show titled Treaty Tales: The Animals We Walk Beside. I was going to be a 

travelling storyteller that embodied different stories associated with animals. My goal was to 

embody the language and teachings of different tribes, and to represent several Indigenous 

cultures onstage. In the dramaturgical process, I was encouraged to consider my own 

positionality. If I am to tell stories, how do the stories relate to my life? Where do I sit in relation 

to them? How does it speak to my own sense of Indigeneity? I was also highly encouraged to not 

tell the stories of other tribes, as I do not hold positionality with other tribes, and I do not have 

permission to tell them. These lessons were pivotal for me as a young Indigenous artist, and I 

began to redesign my play to be about my own loss of Indigeneity, and how stories and ancestors 

allowed me to reconnect with my Indigenous identity.  
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 My play The Eyes of Spirits, originally titled Starlight Journey, was inspired by a true 

story of a young Indigenous teenager who was arrested by police, driven outside of Saskatoon, 

and left to walk home in the freezing cold. He froze to death, and his murder was finally 

discovered thirteen years after his case was closed. Originally, this play was a dramatized 

enactment of these true events. I was using the real names of the people involved, and the story 

progressed in a linear fashion. Eventually, through the guidance of senior Indigenous artists, I 

was advised to fictionalize the story - to rename all the characters and create my own play 

inspired by these real events. Once I realized this was an important decision to make, I began to 

question my own positionality - I am not these human beings, I do not have permission within 

their story to tell it, and I have no relationship to their community. However, I was once a 

teenager who was angry, lonely, and anxious. I struggled with my own teenage sense of 

Indigeneity. From this positionality I was able to rewrite the entire show into a new image of a 

fictional Indigenous boy. In other words, I found my own positionality in relationship to these 

true events. 

 Most recently, in my graduate studies, I was interested in developing a Making Treaty 6 

project as my thesis project. This would be a multiple-community collaboration between 

Indigenous and non-Indigenous actors, students, elders, and various knowledge keepers in 

exploring the tensions associated with the signing of Treaty 6. What tensions were present at the 

day of the signing? How are these tensions maintained in a contemporary context? Once again, 

my eyes were wide, and I was excited to follow a path. My thesis advisor, Kenneth T. Williams, 

suggested I drop this project. IN-COR-RI-GI-BLE: The Legend of Thundervoice already had 

received a commission, and my thesis can extend this commission by incorporating research and 

University funding. However, I also saw this as another example of my failure to recognize my 
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own positionality. While I have lived as a guest on Treaty 6 for the duration of my life, exploring 

the stories of Treaty 6 may not be within my positionality to write about. Being Anishinaabe, my 

positionality connects to a land different than Treaty 6, and it may be better for another 

community to explore the Treaty 6 stories within their own positionality. Once again, my project 

shifted due to teachings from senior artists and my reflections on my own positionality. 

The Caution of Extractivism and Scopophilia 

 In the previous examples, the inappropriateness of my goals cannot only be understood 

by positionality. As an Indigenous artist, I have come to learn I have a larger responsibility that 

goes beyond merely presencing myself in a process. There is a larger goal connected to a broader 

discourse of challenging colonial practices and resurging Indigenous voices. 

 In their roundtable discussion, Dylan Robinson, Jill Carter, and Karyn Recollet (2017) 

discuss the difference between extraction and relationality. Regarding both land-based resources 

as well as cultural knowledge, settlers often “extract” information for their own benefit (209). 

Often, settlers become hungry to understand a concept and are driven to consume it for their own 

benefit, casting a “collecting gaze” towards the resource it seeks (212). This behaviour of 

hungering for knowledge is rewarded and reinforced within the colonial structures, serving to 

reinforce the dominant settler narrative (213). Conversely, the Indigenous epistemology calls for 

“relationality” - all knowledge exists in relation to one another and entering relation with another 

person means acknowledging where their knowledge is currently situated (218). This process 

eliminates consumption and places knowledge within the immediate moment, allowing for space 

to be held between the people to negotiate.  

 Extraction has been an ongoing concern of Indigenous communities. Lindsay Lachance 

(2018) describes Indigenous theatre going through four societal movements: first, settlers taking 
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over the land, completely taking over the dominant narrative, and pushing Indigenous narratives 

to the margins of society; second, settler writers telling Indigenous stories from their own 

positionality without consulting any Indigenous community; third, Indigenous artists and 

activists revolting and telling their own stories within their own spaces; and fourth, Indigenous 

scholars and critical theorists rising to back artistic practices with a non-Western methodology 

(13-30). The first wave was marked as a domination of Indigenous culture, whereas the second 

wave was dominated by extraction. Rather than Indigenous artists creating their own work, the 

issues of Indigenous communities were extracted by settlers without any relationality.  

 Additionally, settlers often believe they are helping Indigenous communities, when their 

actions remain extracful or reinforcing of their own beliefs. Tuck and Tang (2012) argue that 

settlers claim to be working towards decolonization, but rather than a verb of action towards 

change, settlers have turned decolonization into a noun (3). The real act of decolonization means 

abolition of property rights and giving land back to the Indigenous people, a thought that creates 

a large amount of anxiety in the settler culture (9). As such, settlers find ways to justify their 

innocence in the colonial landscape, such as claiming Indigeneity through blood quantum (12), 

extracting Indigenous knowledge in order to be seen as worthy of Indigenous cultural adoption 

(15), claiming everyone is colonized in their own way (17), believing that freeing their 

consciousness removes them from installing any harm (19), labeling them as “at risk” or 

marginal people rather than part of the dominant narrative (22), and offering monetary 

compensation rather than returned land (23). 

 Dylan Robinson (2016) extends this concept into tangible artistic practices by critiquing 

Indigenous statues, welcome signs, and art installations in Vancouver. These statues serve as 

welcome symbols for all inhabitants of the land, and it is created by Indigenous artists. However, 
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the settlers who view the artifacts are not asked by these installations what is required of them 

upon the land, denying indigenous sovereignty and reaffirming colonial identity (30). Instead, 

Robson argues that Indigenous artists need a sovereign space to exist outside of colonial 

intervention where they can “take space and time to work things out amongst themselves” (13). 

David Garneau (2016) calls these “irreconcilable spaces of Aboriginality,” which are 

“gatherings, ceremony, discussions, kitchen-table conversations, email exchanges...without 

settler attendance” (27). Like extractivism, Garneau cautions against the settler concept of 

“scopophilia, a drive to look, but also to penetrate, to traverse, to know, to translate, to own and 

exploit” (23). Both Robinson and Garneau’s analyses demand a need for Indigenous artists to 

create and collaborate away from settler needs, concerns, and ideologies. 

 My work as an Indigenous playwright must take great caution in my methodologies. 

Reflecting on my previous examples, it is clear to me now the dangers I face regarding extraction 

and scopophilia. In my original concept for Rocko and Nakota, one voice was telling me to 

embody and uphold as many Indigenous stories and tribes as I could. However, if I were to have 

continued with this work, using stories from various tribes for my own benefit, I would have 

been extracting stories from communities without having any relation to them. I was hungry and 

scopophilic to uphold pan Indigeneity rather than focusing on my own positionality within the 

play. I would have experienced a similar issue regarding Starlight Journey - having no relation to 

the family and community could have been extremely harmful to those individuals. I would have 

been an extractive source set to retrigger the entire lives of those involved. With no relation to 

the community and no positionality within myself to their specific stories, I was glad to shift the 

process inwards to reflect my own teenage tension. Finally, although I have been raised in Cree 

ceremony on Treaty 6, it could be argued that my desire to create this performance was my own 
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settler move to innocence. I could have been an artist extracting Treaty 6 stories for my own 

benefit, and not directly affecting the Treaty 6 community aside from creating a theatrical 

production. Like Robinson’s analysis of the statues, my project could have prevented the 

creation of a sovereign space for Treaty 6 knowledge keepers to discuss without my intervention. 

These serious moments of reflection give me significant teachings on my work as an Indigenous 

playwright. All my work must remain rooted to my own positionality. This eliminates the danger 

of extracting knowledge and pursuing scopophilia. By creating a space of irreconcilable 

Aboriginality for myself, I can better position myself in relation to any Indigenous community. 

 Most importantly, the concept of dominant narrative must be considered as an overall 

ideological consideration. I began my paper by offering my own creation story. It serves as a 

brief narrative introduction into my positionality, which I follow with an academic discussion of 

creation and positionality. I chose to begin with my Creation story in order to presence that 

narrative first and place the academic narrative second. Dwayne Donald (2004) describes the 

process in which Indigenous stories are “ignored and displaced by a Euro-Canadian version of 

the past and present [imposing] a version of the future” (32). Presencing Indigenous stories first 

allows it to surface over the colonial narrative. As an Indigenous playwright, if I choose to 

support the colonial narrative, I am failing to uphold my own positionality and will continue to 

displace my people into the Euro-Canadian lexicon. Therefore, it is of utmost importance, 

without using extraction or scopophilia, and rooted in my own positionality, that I continue to 

presence Indigenous stories first. That is the voice I choose to follow. 

Kevin Loring’s Where the Blood Mixes is a play I look to for inspiration. Loring’s play 

explores addiction, family displacement and cultural loss within the Indigenous community 

(“Where the Blood Mixes”). Detailing the journey of Floyd and reuniting with his lost daughter, 
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Christine, the play engulfs the audience on a vulnerable journey of traumatic pain through the 

effects of residential schools on Indigenous communities. This play features a theatrical 

vulnerability that contrasts Indigenous teachings of hope over a bleak and hostile world of lost 

connection and hidden trauma projected onto one another in the community. Most importantly, 

Kevin Loring brought a performance of his text back to his own Indigenous community, who felt 

like he had successfully told their story (Schallegger 81). Loring knew his play belonged to his 

community. As such, through honoring his own positionality and maintaining relationality with 

his community, Kevin Loring was able to avoid extractivism and presence an Indigenous 

narrative in support of his community. 

My Artistic Commitment 

 Upon reflection of the scholars and artists, I have found a commitment to move forward 

as an Indigenous artist. All my plays will arise from within myself. In order to avoid extractivism 

and scopophilia, I must remain grounded in my own positionality. I am an Anishinaabe writer, 

displaced from my home reserve, and a guest in Treaty 6 territory. I have my own experience of 

being an Indigenous child, youth, and young adult learning to navigate the colonial world. My 

experiences with institutions and communities are my own. I am my own irreconcilable 

sovereign space of Aboriginality. Furthermore, I argue this should be the process of any theatre 

artist looking to work with Indigenous communities. If an artist feels compelled to write for a 

community, they should reflect on their own positionality: why do artists want to work with a 

community? Is it guilt? Is it a voice they just feel compelled to follow? It may be that some 

artists have intentions that are harmful to Indigenous people, and their positionality is better 

suited to work with other communities. If an Indigenous community communicates to me or any 

theatre artist, they wish to explore their issue on their own terms, that must be honoured. The true 
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gift of space and relationality is the true gift of hope. My stories must come from within me, 

other artists must create stories from within them, and Indigenous communities must feel free to 

express their own stories in their own way. 

“People tell stories not only to remember, but also to hope.” (Neal 

McLeod 43) 

 

And as the boy let the wind blew over his face, he could hear a third voice. A smaller and quieter 

voice. A voice deep within himself.  

 

“Your pain is yours. Your story is yours. Hear it. Honour it. If your pain connects to another’s 

pain, have a relation with them. But listen to what is inside of you. The rest of the path will 

unfold.” 

 

And on the boy went. Hearing both voices for many suns and moons to come. But he kept that 

third voice close. He listened to it. It helped him speak to the other two voices. It allowed him to 

have relation with all voices.  

 

And as quiet as the wind blows, the boy and his voice keep walking. Still wide-eyed, still excited, 

but with new roots and a new sovereignty. 
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